For Date: 03/06/2018 - Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-4976</td>
<td>0033</td>
<td>CITIZEN CONTACT</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
<td>spoke with 2 parties in a vehicle. Checked ok.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Location/Address: [WIL 131] SUNRISE MARKET - MAIN ST  
Vehicle: RED 2005 KIA SEDONA  Reg: PC MA 6CF867  VIN: KNDUP132456732121  
Narrative:                                                                 |
| 18-4977     | 0040 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY    | finish                      | party checks ok, he was inside CVS.                                       |
| Location/Address: [WIL 1125] CVS - MAIN ST       
Vehicle: BLK 1998 DODG NEON  Reg: PC MA 6JBG10  VIN: 1B3ES42C2WD534991  
Narrative: Out with vehicle in lot.                                                                 |
| 18-4978     | 0057 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | Citation/Warning Issued     | written warning for defective equipment.                                  |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 1471] AJ'S KITCHEN - LOWELL ST   
Vehicle: BLU 2013 MITS UT OUTSPO  Reg: PC MA 3GRV10  VIN: 4A4AR3A4U0E02963  
Narrative:                                                                 |
| 18-4979     | 0107 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | finish                      | reason for stop is RO's license status.                                  |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 777] WILMINGTON BUILDERS SUPPLY - MAIN ST  
Vehicle: BLK 2014 VOLK SE JETTA  Reg: PC MA 6MTZ30  VIN: 3VWD17AJ3EM296969  
Narrative:                                                                 |
| 18-4982     | 0545 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY    | finish                      | Employee reporting male party outside the store possibly smoking marijuana, offering to sell liquor to customers. |
| Location/Address: [WIL 42] SONNY'S MOBILE ON THE RUN - LOWELL ST  
Narrative: Described as a tall white male wearing black jacket, navy hat and khaki pants.  |
| 18-4984     | 0644 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | log info. only              | Train 1129 blocking Route 62.                                             |
| Location/Address: [WIL 396] MBTA NORTH WILMINGTON - MIDDLESEX AVE  
Narrative:                                                                 |
| 18-4985     | 0649 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP     | Citation/Warning Issued     | Citation for marked lanes violation                                       |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST   
Vehicle: BLU 2001 MERC SE SABLE  Reg: PC MA 4JV577  VIN: 1MEFM53251G637241  
Narrative:                                                                 |
| 18-4986     | 0658 | MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH    | finish                      |                                                                                |
| Location/Address: LOWELL ST                          
Vehicle: GRN 2008 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 9662YD9  VIN: 5PNYF18448B013782  
Vehicle: BLK 2015 FORD UT EXFLOR  Reg: PC MA 9903KN  VIN: 1FM5K8D89FGC44112  
Narrative:                                                                 |
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2 car MVC

Narrative:
Clear, see crash report

18-4989 0819 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: JOHN ST
Narrative:
Follow up ref case #18-4951

Narrative:
Clear, business card was provided, owners will reach out if they need assistance

18-4990 0836 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH log info. only
Vicinity of: SCHOOL ST + MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2007 MISS VERSA Reg: PC MA 7WT494 VIN: 3N1BC13E57L379073
Vehicle: BLK 2012 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 33NN50 VIN: 1HGCP2F79CA117701
Narrative:
2 car MVC occurred School St, MA reg 7WT494 was turning onto School from Middlesex and took too wide of a turn striking 2nd vehicle. Paperwork exchange done, caller wanted incident logged

18-4991 0837 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: SALEM ST
Narrative:
reference 18-4968
owners advised if dogs were loose again they would be cited per dog

18-4992 0843 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Narrative:
Hit and run occurred sometime overnight, small scratches on driver side rear door, white paint transfer. Wanted incident logged

18-4993 0849 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: JERE RD
Narrative:
ACO picked up equipment at this location

18-4994 0854 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: WHI 2008 CHEV EXPVAN Reg: PC MA 462N74 VIN: 1GCPH154X01226671
Narrative:
citation for expired inspection sticker and adult seatbelt violation

18-4995 0902 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1241] HARNDEN TAVERN - SALEM ST
Narrative:
Enforcement

18-4996 0906 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: WHI 2015 JEEP GRANDC Reg: PC MA 3MJ499 VIN: 1C4RJFAGXFC196491
Narrative:
Citation for sending/recieving electronic message
18-4997  0915  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  BRO 2006 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg:  PC MA 6CW464  VIN:  1HGCM66556A061078
Narrative:  Citation for speed

18-4998  0916  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  finish
Vicinity of:  LOWELL ST
Narrative:  33 - reason for the stop was no inspection sticker, vehicle was purchased 6 days ago.

18-4999  0917  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2016 FORD UT EDGE  Reg:  PC MA 1RL540  VIN:  2FMPK4J95GBB81646
Narrative:  Citation for expired inspection sticker

18-5000  0924  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Summons
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Towed:  For:  Other By:  Cains Towing
Narrative:  Cains notified to tow
Refer To Summons:  18-93-AR
Summons:  STEFANOM, FERNANDA
Address:  7 BUXTON ST Apt. #2  PEABODY, MA
Age:  31
Charges:  UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV
STOP/YIELD, FAIL TO

18-5003  0932  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 2840] O'SULLIVAN, MICHAEL - FOREST ST
Narrative:  basement motion
Narrative:  Clear, no one home, checks ok

18-5004  0943  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SOUTH OF CONCORD ST - I93SB HWY
Vehicle:  RED 2008 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg:  PC MA 88RA42  VIN:  1HGFA16528L000058
Narrative:  Citation for unsafe lane change

18-5005  0949  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Summons
Vicinity of:  [WIL 62] BENEVENTO SAND & STONE - SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2003 FORD P250  Reg:  PC MA 6NF826  VIN:  3FTNX21S2X3MB23710
Narrative:  39 flagged down about a 1 car crash in the area
Narrative:  39 - vehicle hit a piece of metal on the side of the road near Beneventos which caused it to get a flat tire, 39 checking for piece of metal
Narrative:  39 - unable to locate debris, criminal app for unlicensed operation and red light violation

18-5006  0952  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 42] SONNYS MOBILE ON THE RUN - LOWELL ST
Narrative: Report of a counterfeit jacket sale at Mobil on the Run

Narrative: 41 off with the party at the Southbound ramp

Narrative: 41 providing male with a ride to Anderson Station

Narrative: 29 - clear, issue was resolved and complainant received some of his money back and is satisfied

18-5007 0953 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 64] SHEA CONCRETE - SALEM ST
Narrative: Check of the area

18-5008 1004 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: UPTON DR
Vehicle: BRO 2009 W30842 Reg: CO MA N53262 VIN: 5B4JPDP28093437914
Narrative: Citation for speed

18-5009 1009 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY log info. only
Location/Address: MILLER RD
Narrative: caller reporting her security camera picked up a loud bang outside around 0230 hrs. just wants it logged.

18-5011 1031 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 4779] WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2010 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 30KP12 VIN: 2T1BJ4EE6AC395933
Narrative: Citation for expired inspection sticker

18-5012 1032 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative: checking for parking violations

18-5014 1048 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of the property

18-5015 1051 LOST PROPERTY log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1440] PLANET FITNESS - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Lost black leather wallet containing license, two CC cards and a debit card, approximately $400 in cash.

18-5016 1052 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: EAMES ST
Vehicle: GRY 2001 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1KA142 VIN: 1HGCS16521A030258
Towed: For: Other By: Cains Towing
Narrative: Cains notified to tow
Narrative: Citation for unregistered vehicle
18-5017 1055 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the cemetery

18-5018 1056 FIRE-INSPECT/26F,OIL,PROPANE finish
Location/Address: KENWOOD AVE
Narrative: 26F- FAIL

18-5019 1059 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 mistaken dialing by employee Diane, checks ok by phone

18-5020 1117 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST
Vehicle: BLK 2007 ACUR SE TL Reg: PC MA 3KY181 VIN: 19UUA76527A013557
Narrative: Verbal warning for rejected inspection sticker

18-5021 1119 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Mail run

18-5022 1131 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1011] SONIC - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 HOND SE CIVIC Req: PC MA 64KL66 VIN: 2HGFB2F51CH543720
Narrative: Written warning for marked lanes violation

18-5023 1209 WIRES DOWN,ARCHING finish
Vicinity of: SHERIDAN RD
Narrative: low hanging cable wire
Narrative: Wire is broken in front of #2 Hathaway, also low hanging service wire to #2 Sheridan, not a hazard but will need to be raised
Narrative: Comcast notified

18-5024 1215 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: RED 2002 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 42KC78 VIN: JTEHH20V420181668
Narrative: Written warning for speed

18-5025 1224 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Foot patrol

18-5026 1230 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
18-5029  1259  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address: ALLEN PARK DR
Narrative: Driving by 29 noticed side door ajar, checking on residence
Narrative: 29 - clear, secured door, no access from garage into house

18-5030  1307  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: PARKER ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 HOND CIVIC  Reg: PC MA TC48EX  VIN: 2HGFG3B57CH524912
Narrative: Citation for stop sign violation

18-5032  1318  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Location/Address: ALLEN PARK DR
Narrative: reference call 18-5029
29 checked the back of the residence, checks ok

18-5033  1323  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2002 SUBA FOREST  Reg: PC MA 2AD366  VIN: JF1SF6542H756388
Narrative: Citation for expired inspection sticker

18-5034  1325  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 145] TEXTRON - LOWELL ST
Narrative: 911 hangup call
Narrative: On call back spoke with Manny who stated he will look into it, unaware of any emergencies

18-5036  1332  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 145] TEXTRON - LOWELL ST
Narrative: Assist FD with radiobox

18-5037  1348  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 82] WILDWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Enforcement

18-5040  1358  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 82] WILDWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDWOOD ST
Vehicle: BLU 2002 SUBA FOREST  Reg: PC MA 2AD366  VIN: JF1SF6542H756388
Narrative: Citation for speed

18-5041  1359  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address: LORDS CT
Vehicle: WHI 2015 FORD FIESTA  Reg: PC MA VT20329  VIN: 3FADP46X0FM107746
Narrative: Caller reporting residents at this location have been caring for his dog for a couple of months now and refuse to give it back
Narrative:
29- dog is remaining at this address, caller advised he can pursue further in civil court

18-5042 1406 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: BRATTLE ST
Narrative:
Syringe in the roadway

Narrative:
Item retrieved, returning to the station for disposal

18-5043 1412 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WILLOWOOD ST
Vehicle: GLD 2006 BUIC LL RENDEZVO Reg: PC NH 2392977 VIN: 3S5DB03166S658156
Narrative:
Citation for speed

18-5044 1421 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 SUBA SE LEGACY Reg: PC MA 3PR785 VIN: 4S3BNA61G3003825
Narrative:
Verbal warning for red light violation

18-5045 1422 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Mail run

18-5046 1503 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + CLARK ST
Vehicle: BLK 2004 DODG 1500 Reg: PC NH 2834546 VIN: 1D7HU18N84J148206
Vehicle: MAR 2008 HOND 4D ACCORD E Reg: PC NH 3560682 VIN: 1HGCP96748A026414
Narrative:
MVC no injuries or airbag deployment

Narrative:
***See Crash Report***

18-5048 1531 NOTIFICATION log info. only
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Narrative:
Serving immediate threat paperwork for RMV

Narrative:
Party not home left with mother

18-5051 1632 Police Log Entry finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2001 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1KA142 VIN: 1HGCG16521A030258
Narrative:
Plates have been released to male party.

Narrative:
Ref: 18-5016

18-5053 1657 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 1FP286 VIN: 3FA6P0HDXR268200
Towed: For: Other By: Cains Towing
Narrative:
Cains notified.
Narrative:
Written warning for speed and unregistered motor vehicle.

18-5055 1836 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity: PARKER ST
Vehicle: WHI 2014 JEEP GRANDC Reg: PC MA 7T465 VIN: 1C4RJFBG6EC304831
Written warning for stop sign violation.

18-5056 1909 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1161] BANK OF AMERICA - MAIN ST
Caller reporting the atm at his location ate his $700 deposit.

18-5057 1914 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity: SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLK 2012 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 723PE3 VIN: 2T1BU4EE1CC873307
Written warning speed

18-5058 1925 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: GLEN RD
Caller reporting lights appear to be on in a house that is boarded up.

Narrative:
31: Entrances and windows still boarded up but definitly a light on.

Narrative:
DISP: Made contact with homeowner. Stated a guy has been doing work there and may have just left the light on.

Narrative:
31: Checks ok.

18-5059 1931 CITIZEN CONTACT log info. only
Location/Address: 
Caller reports juvenile daughter has not returned home at this time, last seen approximately 430. Last seen wearing gray sweatshirt blue pants. 5'5 long brown hair known to frequent plaza area. Parent does not want to report her missing at this time. Bolo to cars at this time

18-5060 1944 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1551] PANERA BREAD - MAIN ST
Ref 18-5059 juvenile located at this location

Narrative:
33 Transporting female to residence s/m 33769.4

Narrative:
e/m 33770.4

Narrative:

18-5062 2156 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
18-5063  2203  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish

Vicinity of:  AVALON DR
Vehicle:  GRY 2004 SAA SE 93  Reg:  PC MA 7RXT30  VIN:  YS3FB49SX/1034396
Narrative:  Caller reporting two vehicles parked next to each other in front of the building have the same license plate. One described as a sedan the other a Toyota Highlander.
Narrative:  32 unable to make contact with anyone at residence, both vehicles parked unoccupied.
Clear

18-5065  2315  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Summons

Vicinity of:  GLEN RD
Vehicle:  RED 2016 CHEV SILVER  Reg: PC MA 2JW812  VIN: 1GCVKPEC4GZ418699
Towed:  For: Accident By: Cains Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Narrative:  Car vs pole
Narrative:  31-Power lines down, RMLD notified.
Narrative:  Verizon notified.
Narrative:  33-Out at Harnden for traffic control
Narrative:  DPW notified.
Narrative:
Narrative:  RMLD on scene.
Narrative:
Narrative:  Citation issued to operator for OUI Liquor.

Refer To Summons:  18-94-AR
Summons:  COOL, JANICE ELAINE
Address:  16 PARKER ST  WILMINGTON, MA
Age:  49
Charges:  OUI LIQUOR, 2ND OFFENSE

Refer To Summons:  18-95-AR
Summons:  PALMER, JOHN A
Address:  302 MIDDLESEX AVE  WILMINGTON, MA
Age:  53
Charges:  A&B ON FAMILY / HOUSEHOLD MEMBER